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PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS BIPLOTS AND ALPHA
AND BETA DIVERSITY 1
CAJO

J. F.

TER BRAAK

Institute TNOfor Mathematics,lnformation Processing, and Statistics,
P.O. Box 100, 6700 AC Wageningen, The Netherlands
Abstract. Attention is drawn to some useful but not generally known properties of principal
components analysis (PCA). Noncentered PCA of proportion data gives site ordinations that display
approximate alpha diversities of sites and beta diversities of groups of sites, as measured by the
Simpson index and mean squared Euclidean distance, respectively. Species centering allows a better
approximation to beta diversities. Alpha diversities can still be visualized after centering if the true
origin is projected into the plane of the ordination. The approximate species composition of each site
can also be visualized if the site ordination is combined with a species ordination. The resulting plot
of site scores and species loadings is called a PCA biplot. Finally, in a PCA biplot that displays both
species composition and diversity, diversity values can be explained in terms of the main species
contributing to diversity. In such a biplot the sum of squares of the species loadings must be scaled
to unity, while the site scores must be scaled to a sum of squares equal to the corresponding eigenvalue. This type of biplot is termed a "distance biplot." For a simple illustration noncentered and
species-centered distance biplots were produced for some diatom samples taken from Dutch moorland
pools in the 1920s and 1978. The distance biplot is concluded to be among the most powerful analytical
tools for species-composition data and derives some of its power from properties not possessed by,
for example, reciprocal averaging. One problem is that it attaches little weight to rare species, but
this problem can be solved by various possible data transformations based on the theory of diversity
indices.
Key words: biplot; dissimilarity; diversity; graphical representation; ordination; principal components analysis; Simpson index; species composition.
INTRODUCTION

Simultaneous site and species ordinations are not
unique to reciprocal averaging (Hill 1973a). Gabriel
( 1971) has shown that in ordinary principal components analysis (PCA) both objects and variables, i.e.,
sites and species, can be combined into one plot: the
biplot. The biplot is a powerful graphical tool (see also
Laurec et al. 1979).
Diversity has an elegant mathematical theory (Engen 1978, Kempton 1979, Patil and Taillie 1979) and
an elaborate ecological theory as well (Mac Arthur and
Wilson 1967, Whittaker 1972, May 1973, Pielou 1975).
Diversity measures describe community structure
without reference to named species: sites with totally
different species lists may have identical diversity. A
diversity measure thus gives a very limited summary
of data. It is also important to know which species
contribute to the diversity of each site.
This paper presents a method, based on PCA hiplots, to display sites and species in such a way that
the diversity values of sites can be interpreted in terms
of the contributing species. For simplicity I shall concentrate on measures related to the Simpson index
(Simpson 1949). The method is illustrated with a small
example data set consisting of diatom assemblages from
six Dutch moorland pools, sampled in the 1920s and
again in 1978. These data were collected in connection
' Manuscript received 18 November 1980: revised 27 March
1982: accepted 26 May 1982.

with a project of the Research Institute for Nature
Management (The Netherlands) to investigate the impact of acidification on these shallow water bodies (Van
Dam et al. 1981).
THEORY AND METHODS

Geometrical representation qfproportions
and diversity
Suppose a survey of n sites lists the proportions of
m species. Let Pki be the proportion of individuals of
species k at site i with respect to all individuals at site
m

i

(I

Pki =

1). Each of the n sites may now be repre-

k~l

sented by a point or vector Pi in am-dimensional Euclidean space: Pi = (p 1i, ... , Pmi)'. The axes of this
space are generated by the "basis vectors" e 1 = (I, 0,
0, ... , 0)', e2 = (0, I, 0, ... , 0)', ... , e111 = (0, 0,
0, ... , I)', each basis vector (say e..) being associated
with a species (k).
If there are just three species, the sites are points
in a three-dimensional space. The closed circles in Fig.
I represent five sites. They are located on the triangular plate, shown in Fig. I, formed by connecting the
endpoints of the basis vectors e 1, e2, and e:l· For each
site, the proportion of individuals of a particular species
is equal to the length of the (orthogonal) projection of
the site onto the axis that represents that species, as
illustrated in Fig. I for site 2.
The length of each site vector Pi is the distance between the site vector and the origin and is denoted by
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FIG. I. Geometrical representation of the proportions of three species at five sites (e) with the projection points of the
sites (0) and the species (.oi.) in the noncentered PCA plane (parallelogram). Artificial data from Joreskog et al. ( 1976). For
explanation see text.

II Pi II . In Fig. I the lengths of sites 3 and 4 are indicated. The squared length of each site vector Pi is
given by
II Pi 11

2 =

i

(I)

k~l

which is exactly the formula for the (uncorrected)
Simpson index (Simpson 1949). The Simpson index,
henceforth abbreviated to SI, can easily be transformed into a useful measure of alpha (within-site) diversity: for example l-SI (Pielou 1969) or 1/SI (Hill
1973h). Mcintosh ( 1967) developed his index of diversity, given by one minus the length of a site vector, in
a similar geometrical context, and Bhargava and Doyle
( 1974) studied the geometry of a more general class of
species diversity measures.
Squared Euclidean distance between sites,
Ill

"V (p ,.; d u2 -- L.J

Pk.i )" ,

(2)

k~l

is a measure of dissimilarity between sites (as illustrated for sites 3 and 4 in Fig. I) and may be regarded
as a measure of beta (between-site) diversity (Whittaker 1960). "'Beta or between-habitat diversity refers
to the ... degree of contrast in species composition
among samples of a set taken from a landscape··
(Whittaker 1973:41 ). I define the beta diversity of two
samples as the dissimilarity between them, according
to Eq. 2. If there are more than two samples, their

mean dissimilarity is a measure of their beta diversity.
This definition is useful for the present purpose of displaying the actual data. In the definition that is in common use, beta diversity is the amount of species turnover along an environmental gradient (Gauch 1973)
and cannot be measured until the underlying structure
of the data has been recovered successfully (Noy-Meir
and Whittaker 1977). With the present definition beta
diversity is not restricted to coenoclines and is easy
to measure.
Noncentered PCA
The geometrical configuration of the sites has now
been completely specified in terms of alpha and beta
diversity measures. However, if there are more than
two or three species, this configuration has too many
dimensions for convenience. We would like a two- or
three-dimensional plot representing as accurately as
possible the original configuration. We are anxious to
preserve both the lengths of site vectors and the distances between them: we therefore need to know the
position in the plot of the "'true" origin, i.e., the intersection of e 1 , e2 , • • • , e11 , a notional site without
species. Noncentered PCA guarantees this (Noy-Meir
1973). Noncentered PCA simply projects the sites onto
the plane of best fit through the true origin.
The plane of best fit through the origin is indicated
in Fig. I by a parallelogram intersecting the triangular
plate according to the line joining approximately sites
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FiG. 2. PCA biplots of Fig. I that display (approximate) Simpson index values of sites, Euclidean distances between
sites, as well as species proportions. (A) noncentered PCA. (B) species-centered PCA. For explanation see text (horizontally
and vertically the first and second principal component axes; e and 0 = sites; .a. and('., = species; * = projection of origin).

I and 5. The sites are projected onto this plane along
the direction of projection, indicated in Fig. I (see also
site 2). The projection point of each closed circle is
given as an open circle; the open circles lie in the plane
of best fit through the origin. Fig. 2A shows this plane
in front view after a rotation around the origin. (The
rotation is such that the horizontal axis in Fig 2A is
the line of best fit through the origin.) In fact, Fig. 2A
is an ordinary ordination plot, based on noncentered
PCA, with horizontally the first, and vertically the second principal component axis. The coordinates of a
site on these axes are usually termed the scores of the
site on the first and second principal component axes.
The result of a noncentered PCA is thus an ordination plot in which sites with high alpha diversity
(low Sl) are likely to be near the origin, and sites with
low alpha diversity (high Sl) are likely to be far from
the origin. Sites that are similar in species composition, i.e., with low beta diversity as measured by mean
squared Euclidean distance, will be close together,
while sites that differ in species composition will be
more spread out, so long as the reduction in dimensionality has not resulted in too much distortion of the
original configuration. In Fig. 2A sites 2 and 3 thus
have a low Sl; site 5 has the highest Sl.

The hiplot
Distances between sites in an ordination plot are, of
course, due to differences in species composition (Eq.
2, Fig. 1). These differences in species composition
can be displayed explicitly, as they were in the original
m-dimensional space, by combining the site ordination
with a species ordination. The site ordination resulted
from projection of the sites onto an optimal plane. The

appropriate species ordination now follows from projection of the basis vectors of them-dimensional space
onto this plane. In Fig. I the basis vectors e 1 , e.2 , and
e" are projected onto the plane of the parallelogram
along the direction indicated; the projection points are
labeled S~o s.2 , and s,1• In front view (Fig. 2A) the result
is a principal-component biplot (Gabriel 1971 ). The coordinates of a species with respect to the principal
component axes in this plot are usually termed the
loadings of the species on the first and second components.
The proportions of each species at each site can be
recovered approximately from the biplot in very much
the same way as in Fig. I, viz, by projecting each site
onto each species-axis. The axis of a species in a biplot
is obtained by drawing a line joining the species-point
to the origin of the coordinate system. This process is
illustrated in Fig. 2A for species 2. Scale values along
this axis are simply (signed) distances from the origin;
the points at which the scale values along this axis are
-.5, .5, and 1.0 are shown in Fig 2A by scale marks.
Note that the length of the vector s2 of species 2 is
= .4. The projection of site 5 onto the axis gives a
projection point that has a scale value of = .2. The
proportion of species 2 at site 5, as approximated by
this biplot, is now simply .4 x .2 = .08; the true proportion was .10. Similarly, the proportion at site 2 is
= .4 x .6 = .24. More generally, the proportion of a
species at a site is given approximately by the product
of (I) the length of the species vector and (2} the scale
value at the projection point of the site onto the appropriate species-axis. Moreover the role of species
and site may be interchanged. Hence the species composition of a site can be approximated by projecting
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all the species onto the appropriate site vector, and
the proportions of a species at all the sites can be
approximated by projecting the sites onto the appropriate species vector.
Diversity values can now be explained in terms of
species. By and large, species with large vectors pointing in roughly the same direction as a site vector are
present in high proportions at that site. A site with low
diversity will have only a few long species vectors
pointing in its direction. A site with high diversity will
have several, shorter species vectors that point in its
direction. The biplot thus displays which species make
a site as diverse as it is.

Species-centered PCA
Species-centered PCA (0rl6ci 1966) is more commonly used than noncentered PCA and is termed ordinary PCA by Prentice ( 1980). In species-centered
PCA Pki - Pk. (where Pk. = [ 1/n] "i.;Pki, the species
mean) is used to derive the principal components, instead of Pki (Joreskog et al. 1976, Noy-Meir 1973). Geometrically this means that the origin of the coordinate
system generated by e1 , e2 , . . . , e,. is translated to the
centroid of the sites. The axes of the plane of best fit
now pass through the centroid of the sites, instead of
through the true origin as they do in noncentered PCA.
In Fig. I the centroid has coordinates (.36, .20, .44),
with respect to e 1 , e 2 , and e,1, and lies near site 3 on
the triangular plane. This plane is in fact the plane of
best fit. As all sites lie on this plane, projection of the
sites onto this plane leaves the positions of the sites
unchanged. Fig. 2B is the usual ordination plot and
shows this plane after a rotation in front view. The
species-points are the projections of the (translated)
basis vectors onto this plane. In Fig. 2B those speciespoints are indicated by s 1 , s2 , and S:., but they are not
the ones shown in Fig. I.
The proportions of a species at each site are approximated in a species-centered biplot as deviations
from the mean proportion of the species in the sample
set. These deviations can be derived as in the noncentered biplot; each species-axis is obtained by drawing
a line joining the species-point to the origin of the coordinate system, i.e., now the centroid. Scale values
along this axis are signed lengths from the centroid,
and the approximate deviation can be found as before
by multiplying (I) the length of the species vector by
(2) the scale value at the projection point of the site
onto the appropriate species-axis of the species. For
species 2 in Fig. 2B these deviations from the mean
(.20) are at site 2 (.8 x .14 = .II) and at site 4 (.8 x
-.13 =- .10), which give .20 +.II= .31 and .20.10 = .10 as the proportions of species 2 at site 2 and
site 4, respectively. The ranking of proportions of a
given species among sites can thus be seen immediately from the order of the projection-points of sites
along the species-axis. In particular, the proportion is

higher than the species mean if the projection point
lies, along this axis, on the same side of the centroid
as the species-point does, and lower than the species
mean if the centroid lies between the projection point
and the species-point.
In species-centered PCA the origin of the coordinate
system is shifted from the true origin to the centroid
of the sites. It is clear that distances between sites are
not affected by this shift, but lengths are; hence, Euclidean distances are displayed, indeed more accurately than before, but not the SI values. For these we
need to know the position of the true origin. This position is determined by projecting the true origin onto
the plane of the biplot and calculating the distance
from the true origin to its projection. If the loadings
of the m species on the r 1h principal component are
m

l't,., l'2,., . . . ,

1'",,., respectively ( 2:

vkr 2

=

1), the pro-

k~t

jection z of the true origin has the score:
~ ..

=

-(l't,Pt.

+

I'21P2.

+ · ••+

l'uuPul.)

(3)

on the r1h principal component, i.e.,~ .. is derived by
the usual formula (0r16ci 1966) for the score of a point
with coordinates (-p~., -p 2 ,, • • • , -p 11 ~,) with respect
to the centroid. Now z can be plotted in the same way
as could the sites. The squared distance from the origin to z in a two-dimensional biplot is equal to:
s-.,

=

L
Ill

{

p,... 2

}

- (z.-•>

•>
+ z2-).

(4)

,.. ~t

The origin therefore lies exactly s above its projection onto the biplot. The SI of a site in the biplot is
approximated by s 2 plus the squared distance between
the site and the projection of the origin. The order of
Srs of the sites can therefore be seen at once by looking at distances from z. High-diversity sites will be
near to z: low-diversity sites will be further away.
In Fig. I the projection of the origin onto the triangular plate has coordinates (Y.:1, Y.'1, Y.'1) in three-dimensional space, and the squared distance from the
origin to this point of highest diversity equals 1;3. SI
values can be derived easily from distances to the point
(Y.'1, Y.'1, Y.'1). This point is indicated in Fig. 2B by an
asterisk. By recording the distance of the sites to the
asterisk, it can be seen that sites 2 and 3 are more
diverse than sites I and 5.
Because the data of Fig. I are proportions of just
three species, the sites can be plotted in the form of a
triangular compositional diagram (e.g., Joreskog et al.
1976:93). This diagram is shown in a rotated fashion
in Fig. 2B. The asterisk is the midpoint of this diagram,
while the species-points coincide with the corner points
when shifted over the distance and the direction that
are given by the centroid and the asterisk. A triangular
compositional diagram is in fact a biplot in which the
species-axes each go through the midpoint and a corner point and make an angle of 120°.
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TABLE 1. Proportions (multiplied by 100) of the eight most abundant diatom species (mean proportion> .02) in six. Dutch
moorland pools (indicated by letters) in the 1920s (upper case) and in 1978 (lower case). with species means and Simpson
index values (multiplied by 100).
1978

1920s

At

B

c

D

F

E

Species*

a

b

c

d

f

e

Mean

I 00 x species proportions

Eunotia lunaris (Ehrenberg) Grunow
Nm·icu/a heirna11.1ii Van Dam &
Kooyman
Eunotia veneris (Kiitzing) De Toni
Eunotia tenella (Grunow) Husted!
Fr11.1tulia rhornhoides var. saxonica
(Rabenhorst) De Toni
Tahellaria hinalis (Ehrenberg) Grunow
Tahellaria quadriseptaltt Knudson
Eunotia exi!(ua(De Brebisson)
Rabenhorst
Simpson index

23

0

0

0

0

0

l

0
0
0

0
0
I

0
0
0

0
0
4

3
3
4

4
0
0

I
0
0

4
0
36

5
0
0

5
7
10

0

0

0
25
2

0
0
7

l
0
II

30

I
63
3

2
0
49

8
0
3

41

44

0

2

4

86

96

94

88

43

77

48

46

41

23

16

15

12

74

93

88

78

32

60

25

2

0
10
l

21

0
0
I

7
0
0

13
0
14

13
19
8

2
0
0

0

* Species are arranged in order of mean abundance.

.

I
0
I

.

.

t Pools are arranged by Simpson index of the 1920s sample and denoted m Van Dam et al. ( 1981). consecutively, as B8.

B3. B4. B5B, B2, Bl.

Finally, if~., is large in absolute value in relation to
the other scores on the first principal component and
.::e ~•. 0, then note that the first principal component
will have a high correlation with Sl.
Goodness

<!!'fit

The lack of fit of a biplot to data can be measured
by the sum of squares of the deviations between true
values and their approximations as derived from the
biplot. The true values are p 1.. 1 in noncentered PCA
and p,. , -!h. in species-centered PCA. Let A,, Ae. A,,,
... be the eigenvalues, in decreasing order, of the
cross-product matrix of the true values; the sum of
squares of deviations is then A,, + ... + A" for an ordination in two dimensions (Gabtiel 1971) and is closely
related to the usual measure of goodness of fit, viz,
A, + Ae divided by the sum of the eigenvalues. In
species-centered PCA the latter measure equals the
fraction of the variance accounted for by the first two
principal components or, more relevant to the approximation of beta diversities, the fraction of the squared
intersite distances accounted for by these components
(0r16ci 1966).
The biplot allows a simple informal test of distortion
of the original configuration of the sites (Banfield and
Gower 1980). In an undistorted biplot in two dimensions contours of constant SI values should be sets of
concentric circles with as center the (projection of the)
true origin; and sites close together should have approximately equal Sl values. An appreciable difference in the Sl values of nearby points means that the
ordination is distorted in that region of the plot (type
B distortion sensu Orl6ci 1978: 182). If severe type B
distortion is evident, then the third and perhaps fourth
principal component should also be used.

Procti ca I i rnp/ em en fat ion

Computer programs for both noncentered PCA and
species-centered PCA are available in BMDP (Dixon
and Brown 1977) and in the Cornell Ecology Program
series (Gauch 1977). Many other packages also have
programs for species-centered PCA, including GENSTAT (Alvey et al. 1977) and SAS (Barret al. 1976).
These programs have options to compute the principal
components from a covariance matrix between variables (R-mode algorithm: Or16ci 1966) and therefore
automatically center the data by variables. The species
should therefore be entered as variables. Programs that
can only perform PCA on a correlation matrix, e.g.,
SPSS (Nie et al. 1975), standardize the data automatically by variables and hence do not produce results
that can be interpreted in. terms of alpha and beta diversities. Rotation of the principal components (fac-

TABLE 2. Squared Euclidean distances (multiplied by 100)
between samples of Table I, based on all 82 species. Sampie letters as in Table I.
A
B

c

D
E
F
a
b
c
d
e
f

0
83
68
61
55
33
119
138
133
122
75
104
A

0
23

56
40
38
45
56
52
46

0
36
32
24
21
30
27
22

3 14
38 13
B c

0
27

25
89
108
103
92
47
74
D

0
18
85
104
99
88
34
70
E

0
78
97
92
82
34
63
F

0
2 0
I 0 0
I
I 0 0
31 41 38 32 0
2 4 4
2 25
a b c d e

0
f
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c,. Tabe/laria quadriseptata

0.4

0 ·2
e Navicula
Eunotia lunar is ;.-._
hei':'ansii
Frus tulia rhombaides _7f,Eunofta
c c,._.- tene/la
•

1.:

-1.0

0.8

-0.6

0

I

-0.2

0.2

eE

eo
F1rstaxis

0.4 F

0.6

CJ. E unotia exigua
-0.2

c,. Eunotia veneris
-0.4

c,. Tabe/laria binalis
-0.8

FIG. 3. Distance biplot by species-centered PCA of the diatom samples, using all 82 species. The eight most abundant
species (6) are shown. Simpson index values are approximated by .077 plus squared distances from the projection of the
origin(*). Codes as in Table I.

tors) is often possible but is unwanted in the present
methods.
PCA programs produce species loadings, site scores,
and eigenvalues for each principal component. (Loadings are sometimes termed eigenvector coefficients.)
The scores for the projection point of the origin can
easily be calculated from the loadings and the species
means. In order to preserve Euclidean distances in the
biplot (I) the loadings on each component must have
a sum of squares equal to unity, and (2) the scores on
a component must have a sum of squares equal to the
corresponding eigenvalue (Gabriel 1971). I propose
calling this type of biplot a "distance biplot," to distinguish it from the "covariance biplot" considered in
detail by Corsten and Gabriel ( 1976). Some programs
return scores that have a sum of squares of unity, in
which case the scores should be multiplied by the
square root of the appropriate eigenvalue before drawing a scatter diagram. Similarly it may be necessary
to divide the loadings by the square root of the eigenvalue in order to get correctly scaled loadings. The
scale units along abscissa and ordinate must have the
same physical length. Laurec et al. ( 1979) illustrate the
error made if the loadings and scores are scaled wrongly
with respect to each other. In practice it may be useful
to draw separate plots of sites and species on transparent paper, each one with its own scaling. Comparison can then be made by superimposing the plots.
RESULTS

The samples are a subset of those analysed in Van
Dam et al. ( 1981), and data on the eight most abundant

species appear in Table I. The last row of Table I
shows SI values for each diatom sample; Table 2 gives
squared Euclidean distances. All 82 species have been
used in the computation of SI values, squared Euclidean distances, and the principal components.
As species-centered PCA is more efficient than noncentered PCA in approximating beta diversities in a
two-dimensional scatter diagram, the species-centered
distance biplot of the data is shown in Fig. 3. It is now
of interest to compare squared Euclidean distances
between samples with the corresponding squared distances in Fig. 3 and SI values for samples with their
approximation in Fig. 3:
The 1978 samples (except sample e) have low pairwise squared Euclidean distances ( < .04), hence their
proximity in Fig. 3. Their squared distances from sample e are higher (.2 to .5); hence, sample e is placed
somewhat apart. Mean squared distances for samples
from the 1920s and 1978 are .41 and .12, respectively;
the 1920 samples are therefore more spread out in Fig.
3. The fraction of the squared intersite distances accounted for by Fig. 3 is .83.
In order to infer approximate SI values we require
the position of the true origin. The origin lies .277
above its projection which is indicated by an asterisk
in Fig. 3. The SI for any site is therefore approximated
by .277 2 plus the squared distance from the site to the
asterisk. The 1920 samples D, E, and F (with SI .I to
.2 in Table I) are shown to have high diversity: they
lie near the asterisk. Samples B, C, and e (SI .2-.4)
are shown to be less diverse. Sample A has SI .46 and
is accordingly positioned farther away from the aster-
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isk. The remaining 1978 samples have low diversity
(SI .5-1.0) and are placed a long way from the projection of the origin. In Fig. 3 there is no indication of
distortion of the original configuration.
The points representing species in Fig. 3 transform
the site ordination in a biplot. In this biplot the proportions of the species are approximated as deviations
from the species mean (Table I :last column). The origin of the coordinate system, the point (0, 0), is the
centroid of the sites. The positions of the eight most
abundant species are shown: the remaining species
have positions very close to the centroid.
Eunotia exigua points west (left) from the centroid.
Projection of the samples onto this direction indicates
that Eunotia exigua is present with high proportions
in all the 1978 samples except e, with a proportion
about equal to its mean (.48) in sample C, and with
lower proportions in the remaining samples. These
predictions agree with Table I. Tahellaria quadriseptata has mean . 10 and points north (up) from the centroid. Projection onto this direction shows that Tahellaria quadri.1eptata occurs with higher proportions
in the samples B, E, e, and D, with proportions of
=.10 in samples C, and F, and with lower proportions
in the remaining samples. Table I does not confirm
these statements fully: sampleD in particular contains
less of the species than predicted. The high proportions of Tahellaria hinalis and Eunotia l'eneris in sample A are nicely represented in Fig. 3. The overall lack
of fit is .48, i.e., 8% of the total sum of squares of all
proportions (5.77). The lack of fit in the noncentered
PCA (not shown) is worse (.74 or 13%). The percentage of the variance accounted for by Fig. 3 is 83%.
In conclusion, from Fig. 3 the impoverishment of
the pools since the 1920s can be seen at once: many
species have declined as Eunotia exigua has become
the only dominant species. As a result the alpha diversity of the pools and the beta diversity among the
pools have both decreased. Van Dam et al. ( 1981) discuss these findings in more depth.
DISCUSSION

The utility

<~t" distance

hiplots

Patterns of species composition are commonly summarized by means of ordination methods, by measures
of diversity, or simply by reporting the main species
with their abundances. The distance biplot unites these
summaries; it is a form of PCA that allows approximate species composition and diversity to be displayed simultaneously and allows alpha and beta diversity values to be associated with the main
contributing species. It is therefore among the most
powerful tools available for the analysis of speciescomposition data. Yet the biplot is simply a specially
scaled combination of principal component scores and
loadings. The display of alpha diversities in speciescentered PCA requires just one extra point to be plot-
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ted, indicating the position of the true origin, i.e., the
'"site without species." Correlations between PCA results and values of alpha diversity measures have been
found empirically by Goldsmith ( 1973) and Miracle
( 1974) and are evident in Ritchie and Yarranton ( 1978).
This paper explains these findings.
The importance of species loadings in interpreting
the site ordinations has already been stressed by Laurec et al. ( 1979). The positions of the species in a
species-centered PCA biplot summarize the familiar
series of diagrams, one for each species, in which the
abundance values of each species are superimposed
on a site ordination (e.g., Orl6ci 1966, Goldsmith 1973).
If a species· values show a marked trend in the ordination, that species' axis in the biplot will be oriented
in the direction of the trend. This property is in contrast with reciprocal averaging, which tends to place
each species-point in the center of gravity of the sites
in which the species occurs.

Possihle modifications to increase sensitil"ity
to rare species
The use of SI and squared Euclidean distance as
alpha and beta diversity measures has certain advantages. Both measures have a convenient probabilistic
interpretation in terms of random draws of two organisms from communities (Simpson 1949, Dyer 1978);
their estimators have a small coefficient of variation
in comparison with many other diversity measures,
and sampling error in species composition is conveniently related to SI. The main disadvantage of these
indices is their relative insensitivity to rare species
(Peet 1974). The corresponding PCA tends to emphasize the species-poor sites that are dominated by a few
dominant species, whereas the species-rich sites appear more similar (e.g., Mcintosh 1967), although this
phenomenon was hardly discernible in Fig. 3. Among
the possible solutions to this problem is the use of
some kind of data transformation before applying PCA;
for an excellent review see Noy-Meir and Whittaker
( 1977). From a diversity point of view a rigorous solution to this problem was the creation of families of
alpha diversity measures (Hurlbert 1971, Hill 1973h,
Smith and Grassle 1977, Patil and Taillie 1979), indexed by a parameter that determines the weight given
to common as against rare species. A similar approach
to beta diversity measures is possible too (cf. Grassle
and Smith 1976). The question arises whether these
alternative diversity measures can also be linked to
PCA through biplots.
The basic idea of Hurlbert ( 1971) and Smith and
Grassle ( 1977) was that a sample tends to contain more
species with increasing sample size; hence, species
richness (the number of species in a sample) should
be standardized in terms of sample size. This idea leads
to a definition of the expected number of species in a
random sample of, say, r individuals from a commu-
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nity. The probability that species k will be present in
a random sample of r individuals is
Y~c; =

I -(I -

P~c;l",

r = I, 2, ....

(5)

The sum of these probabilities over the species is
the required expected number of species (Smith and
Grassle 1977). Elsewhere I shall show that in a geometrical representation of the sites, with these probabilities as coordinates, the squared length of a site is
strongly positively correlated with the expected number of species in a random sample of r individuals,
provided r is reasonably large (say r ~ 10). Hence,
when for such value of r these probabilities are depicted in a species-centered biplot, the low-diversity
sites are likely to be near the projection point of the
origin, while the high-diversity sites will tend to be
further away from this point. In contrast, using Euclidean distances the high-diversity sites were near the
projection of the origin. The ordination of presenceabsence data by PCA is just the special case where
r ---+ x. Sites with few species will be near the projection point of the origin, while sites with many species
are likely to be further away, as shown by Banfield
and Gower ( 1980) in a different context. Another similar approach is possible for the families of alpha diversity measures proposed by Hill ( 1973h) and Patil
and Taillie ( 1979) through the power transformation
p.-;'' ( - x <a < :x:). Note however that ordination
methods that involve any kind of standardization of
species or sites, such as reciprocal averaging (Hill
l973a), do not produce results that can be interpreted
in terms of alpha diversities.
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